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Towards a history of the Neva River fisheries: 
sources, methods, general tendencies  
(15th-18th cc.)  

Alexei Kraikovski and Julia Lajus 

Introduction 
The Neva River is one of the most important rivers of the Baltic Sea basin 
and its fisheries were significant for centuries. The Neva River (74 km. long) 
is the shortest major river in Europe. It flows from Lake Ladoga to the Gulf 
of Finland. At the same time the Neva River is one of the most full-flowing 
rivers in Europe: its average water discharge is 2,530 m³ per sec. So, Neva is 
one of the most important fishing rivers in the Baltic region. In 1987 46 spe-
cies of fish lived there.1 

The history of the fisheries in St. Petersburg region has not yet been stud-
ied. This branch of the economy never attracted the attention of the histori-
ans, and no special works dedicated to the history of fisheries in this area 
have been published. For the early period the main attention was paid to the 
history of agriculture that was the most important occupation for the inhabi-
tants of this area before the foundation of St. Petersburg. As for the history 
of the eighteenth century, many different aspects of the economy of the city 
of St. Petersburg have been studied, but not fisheries.  

In this paper we propose to survey the early history of fisheries in the 
Neva River. The period under study is distinctly split into three subperiods: 
from the appearance of the first written sources, which reveal the state of the 
economy of the region in the late 15th c. up to the Swedish conquest of the 
region in the early 17th c.; the period of Swedish governance and the 18th c., 
when the Swedes were displaced and St. Petersburg was founded. This paper 
is mostly concerned with the first and third subperiods, as the state of Neva 
River fisheries under Swedish authorities needs to be studied on the base of 
the Swedish sources. 

                               
1 Neelov A. V. Ryby (Priroda Leningradskoi oblasti) [Fish. (Nature of the Leningrad region)]. 
Leningrad, 1987. P. 4. 
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As for the latter period, mention of fisheries can be found in the works on 
the economic history of the area. Agriculture was the main economy here 
throughout the centuries, and the agrarian history is very well studied. At the 
same time the fisheries were important part of the peasant economy, and the 
authors of the works on the agrarian history had to pay some attention to this 
activity. For example, in the fundamental book Agrarnaia istoria Severo-
Zapada Rossii (The Agrarian History of the Northwest of Russia) some re-
marks can be found on the fisheries in the Eastern Baltic region.2 

Some data on the fisheries can also be found in works on urban history. 
St. Petersburg was the main center of a vast region from the beginning of the 
eighteenth century, and in studies on the history and pre-history of St. Pe-
tersburg some questions of the development of fisheries and the role of this 
activity in the economy of the area were mentioned. For example, S. Kepsu, 
in his book on the history of the Neva River downstream before the founda-
tion of St. Petersburg, stressed the importance of the fisheries in the econ-
omy of Nyenskans, the seventeenth-century Swedish town situated there.3 
He also pointed out that one of the islands in the Neva River estuary was 
named Fish Island (Kalasaari in Finnish).4 Some mention of the role of the 
fish in the life of the citizens of St. Petersburg can be also found in books on 
the history of the everyday life of this city.5 

Studies on the history of trade also include some information on the his-
tory of the fish trade in the Neva downstream. For example, I. P. Shaskolsky, 
in his book on the history of the Russian sea trade in the seventeenth century, 
presents data on fish exports from the Nyenskans port, situated on the Neva 
River downstream in the seventeenth century.6 

Some very limited historical information is also available from the ich-
thyological literature of the nineteenth century. The founders of Russian 
ichthyology Karl Ernst von Baer,7 Karl Kessler,8 and Oscar von Grimm9 
studied the fish and fisheries of the St. Petersburg region. However, they 
                               
2 Agrarnaia istoria Severo-Zapada Rossii XVII`veka [Agrarian history of the north-west of 
Russia in the 17th century] . Leningrad. 1971. P. 47, 205, 210 – 212. 
3 Kepsu S. Peterburg do Peterburga. St. Petersburg. 2000. P. 18. 
4 Ibid. P. 18. 
5 Semenova L. N. Byt i naselenie Sankt-Peterburga (XVIII vek) [Everyday life and population 
of St. Petersburg (18th century)]. St. Petersburg. 1998. P. 169. 
6 Shaskolsky I. P. Russkaia morskaia torgovlia ne Baltike v XVII veke (Torgovlia so Shvet-
siei) [Russian maritime trade on the Baltic Sea in the 17th century (Trade with Sweden)]. St. 
Petersburg. 1994. С. 168 
7 St. Petersburg Branch of the Archives of Russian Academy of Science (PFA RAN). F. 129. 
(Karl Ernst von Baer). Op. 1. D. 494 – 498.  
8 Kessler K. Opisanie ryb, kotorye vstrechautsia v vodah S.-Peterburgskoi gubernii [Descrip-
tion of fishes, which inhabit waters of St. Petersburg region]. In: Estestvennoistoricheskie 
issledovania S. Peterburgskoi gubernii, proizvodimye chlenami Russkogo Etimologicheskogo 
obschestva v S. Peterburge. Vol. I. St. Petersburg. 1864. 
9 Grimm O.A. 1889. Fish and fisheries in the Luga River,In: Sel’skoe khoziaistvo I lesovod-
stvo. Zhurnal ministerstva gosudarstvennykh imuschestv. 4. CLXII. S. Petersburg. P. 121-
139. 
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were more interested in fisheries in the region (in the Luga and Narva rivers 
and along the coast of the Gulf of Finland), than in fisheries in the city, and 
on the Neva River in general, which, probably, was not as important in their 
times as previously. 

Archaeological sources 
Archaeological remains are the only available source of information on the 
fisheries in the early period, before the end of the fifteenth century. The fish 
remains and the fishing gear are very common findings during expeditions, 
but as a rule these collections were not studied by the archaeologists, who 
were much more interested in other issues like ethnogeny.10 We can name 
the works by A. Kuza, E. Salmina, and I. Tarasov, who specially studied the 
history of fisheries and fishing gear in the North-Western Russia in the 
fifth—fifteenth centuries.11 A. Kuza stated in his dissertation that the period 
of the thirteenth and the fourteenth centuries was the time when villages 
settled with professional fishermen appeared in the Novgorod region. 

On the basis of the collections of archaeological remains from the settle-
ments Staraya Ladoga, Novye Duboviki, and Lubsha it is evident that fisher-
ies in the Volkhov River downstream, which is connected through Ladoga 
Lake and the Neva River with the Baltic Sea, were very well developed in 
the seventh–tenth centuries. 12  The fisheries took place all year round, and 
the fishermen were possibly professionals. The analysis of the fish remains 
shows that big Atlantic sturgeons, from 1 to 2.5 meters long , were the most 
important targets for the local fishermen. As for the fishing gear, nets were 
used relatively rarely, and the most common types were hook fishing gear, 
such as the kiddle.  

Scribe books 
The scribe books were the main documents necessary for taxation in Russia 
in the 16th and 17th cc. They were created periodically, approximately every 
25 – 40 years. Scribes, who were responsible for the full description of the 
town and the surrounding district, created the book. The document included 
                               
10 Salmina E. V. Personal communication. 
11 Kuza A. V. Rybolovstvo [Fisheries]. In: Drevniaia Rus’:Gorod, zamok, selo. Moscow. 
1985; Salmina E. V. Rybolovstvo srednevekovogo Pskova i Pskovskoi zemli (VIII – XVII 
vv.) po dannym arheologii. Dissertatsiiaa… kandidata istoricheskih nauk. [Fisheries of the 
medieval Pskov and Pskov region (8 – 17th cc.) on the base of the archaeological data. PhD 
Thesis.] Pskov. 1997; Tarasov I. I. O kharaktere rybolovstva v nizhnem Povolhovie [About 
the characteristic of the fisheries in the downstream of the Volkhov River]. 
http://www.nwae.spb.ru/Library/IIT/VolhovsFoshing.htm 
12 Tarasov I. I. Op.cit. 
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data on the town: its fortress, churches, monasteries, shops, streets and popu-
lation. The district was described village by village; the arable lands and 
other grounds were registered, including fisheries productive enough to be 
the object of taxation. The earliest scribe books we know were completed in 
the early sixteenth century. These documents include data from the previous 
books created in the 1470s and thus we have the information on the situation 
in the 1470s and 1500s in one book, and we can make a comparison.13 

The data on the fisheries in the Neva River downstream is presented very 
well in the scribe books. In the late fifteenth century the villages situated in 
the downstream of the Neva River had to pay taxes in kind, which included 
the salted white-fish (sig). For the village Zholnino it is mentioned especially 
that the taxes are to be paid by “the white-fish from the Neva River,”14 which 
always was recognized as the best one. The taxes actually were small and 
ranged from 50 fish to 1 barrel of white-fish. 

The description of the fisheries of this area in 1501 is more detailed. Be-
sides the white-fish two more species are mentioned in the taxes – Lokh and 
Moiva.15 Lokh is obviously the name for the Atlantic salmon (from the Fin-
nish Lohi16). According to Grimm, the inhabitants of the region of the River 
Luga used this name for all salmon,17 and we may assume that the same 
situation took place in the Neva River basin. Although the current Russian 
name moiva is used for the small north Atlantic fish capelin (Mallotus vilo-
sus), which does not occur in the Baltic Sea, historically it could be used for 
any kind of small fish, according to the Finnish usage of this word.   

The fishing stations and weirs fixed in the Neva River downstream were 
partly controlled by the local peasants. For example, the community of the 
village of Omut possessed the following grounds for fisheries in the early 
16th c.: “Sea, Fishing Station Omut for drift nets near the village Omut, Fish-
ing Station on the rapids near the village Bolshoi Dvor, Weirs.”18  

At the same time the townsmen of the town Oreshek, the administrative 
center of the Neva River basin, controlled some fishing stations in the Neva 
downstream. For example, the Community of the settlement of Minkino 
possessed “the Sea, the fishing stations near the village, under the Lower 
homestead, Fishing Station, divided in half with the peasants from Fomin 
island, Fishing Station in the Okhta River mouth owned together with the 
Orekhov city-dwellers.”19 

                               
13 See Novgorodskie pistsovye knigi [Novgorod scribe books] (later – NPK). Vol. 3. SPb. 
1868, Vremennik Obschestva Istorii i drevnostei Rossiskih (later – VOIDR), 1851. Book 11. 
Materiaty. 
14 VOIDR. 1851. Book 11. Materiaty. P. 125. 
15 Ibid. P. 121, 131. 
16 Kessler K. 1864. P. 169. 
17 Grimm O.A.  . 1889. 
18 VOIDR. P. 121. 
19 Ibid. P. 120. 
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Later the possessions of the Oreshek townsmen increased. In the scribe 
book for 1568/69 the fisheries in the Neva River downstream controlled by 
the inhabitants of Oreshek are registered. The scribers recorded a number of 
fishing stations in the different points on the Neva River downstream and a 
weir “on Ludushka”.20 

The same document enabled us to study the professional structure of the 
city-dwellers. 54 of 290 townsmen recorded in the documents are mentioned 
as professional fishermen.21 The majority of them lived on the Northern bank 
of the Neva River, on the Karelskaia side, and belonged to the “Younger 
people”, i.e. to the segment part of the townsmen.22 The sturgeon fisheries in 
the Volkhov River downstream are also described in this scribe book. Stur-
geon were caught by drift nets. 54 fishermen with 27 nets had to pay about 
15 rubles annually in taxes.23 

Maps 
Data on the Neva River fisheries in the 17th c. is very scarce at the moment. 
The maps produced by Swedish cartographers are an important source of 
information on the history of Neva downstream in the 17th c. The Swedish 
maps of the 17th c. are very detailed, and the fishing places are often re-
corded. For example, on the map completed in 1696 a fishing station is reg-
istered as being situated on the spit of Vasilievsky Island. This land belonged 
to de la Guardi.24  

Russian cartographers followed the traditions of their Swedish col-
leagues.25 The 19th c. maps of St. Petersburg enable us eventually to recon-
struct the spatial distribution of the fishing places in the city. For example, 
16 fishing stations and 1 weir are registered on the map completed in 1834 
by lieutenant-general Shubert.26 
                               
20 Frantsuzova E.B. (Ed.). Goroda Rossii XVI veka: Materialy pistsovykh opisanii. [The 
towns of Russia of the 16th century]. Moscow. 2002. P. 141. 
21 Ibid. P. 128 - 141. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Plan mestnosti, zanimaemoi teper Sankt-Peterburgom, sniatyi v 1698 godu do zavoevaniia 
eia Petrom Velikim s pokazaniem suschestvovavshikh na nei shvedskikh ukreplenii [Plan of 
the territory, which now is occupied by St. Peteresburg, made in 1698 before the occupation 
of it by Peter the Great, with deposition of Swedish fortifications]. Otdel kartografii. Rossis-
kaia Natsionalnaia Biblioteka [Department of Maps, National Library of Russia]. 
25 St. Petersburg and Ingermanland in Swedish archives. Sweden in St. Petersburg archives: 
Materials of the Russian-Swedish seminar. October 25-26, 2004. St. Petersburg / Ed. S.V. 
Sementsov. St. Petersburg. 2005. 
26 Karta Ust’iam Nevy. Gravirovana pri gydrograficheskom depo glavnogo Morskogo shtaba 
Ego Imp. Vysochestva so s’emki, proizvedennoi pod rukovodstvom direktora onogo depo 
general-leitenanta Shuberta. 1834  [The map of the Neva River estuary engraved by Naval 
staff of the Emperor under the supervision of Leutenant-General Shubert]. 1834. Otdel karto-
grafii. Rossiskaia Natsionalnaia Biblioteka [Department of Maps, National Library of Russia]. 
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Information on the fisheries of the Neva River basin on 
the pages of the newspaper Sankt-Peterburgskie 
vedomosti in the eighteenth century 
Some details on the development of the fisheries in the St. Petersburg area 
can be obtained from the newspaper Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti (St. 
Petersburg bulletin), published twice a week in St. Petersburg starting in 
1728. Most of the newspaper was dedicated to news from abroad, but in the 
end of the newspaper official and private advertisements were published. In 
these advertisements the information was presented on the purchase and sale 
of fish and seafood (oysters, for example), on the renting of the fishing 
places and so on. The quantity of advertisement on these matters increased 
strongly from the 1730s to the 1750s. The cause of this effect was obviously 
the growing popularity of the newspaper among the inhabitants of the impe-
rial capital. In the middle of the eighteenth century the author of an adver-
tisement published in St. Petersburg Bulletin could be sure that the informa-
tion would be read by a significant portion of the literate townsmen. 

The newspaper shows that the fisheries infrastructure in St. Petersburg 
was rather complicated. It included not only fishing places or weirs on the 
Neva River or on the small rivers like Moika and Fontanka, but also the 
fishponds situated on private land plots. For example on November 18, 
1740, two yards were rented on the bank of Fontanka River with the fish-
pond with its fish.27 Sometimes the state bodies constructed the fishponds for 
official purposes. For example on January 15, 1751, it was proclaimed that 
the fishponds were to be constructed on the plot from the Foundry to Fon-
tanka River to keep live fish for the provision of the Emperor’s Court.28 

The fisheries of the St. Petersburg area can be divided into three parts – 
the fisheries situated in the city of St. Petersburg, the fisheries of the Neva 
River upstream from St. Petersburg and the fisheries of Shluisselburg district 
including the adjacent part of Lake Ladoga. 

In St. Petersburg the fisheries were controlled by official bodies as well as 
by private owners. Information on the fisheries can be found in the docu-
ments of the different institutions that controlled the territories in St. Peters-
burg, including parts of the river bank, even if these organizations had noth-
ing to do with the fisheries. The leasing of the fishing places used to be an 
important source of income for these governmental bodies. For example, the 
Medical Office owned Aptekarsky Island (the Island of Druggists) in the 
eighteenth century. The garden for herbs was situated there, and only the 
druggists had the right to live on the island.29 In 1755 the Medical Office 
announced that the fishing place on the island was available for lease, and 

                               
27 Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti. November 18, 1740. P. 6. 
28 Ibid. January 15, 1751. P. 5. 
29 See Gorbachevich K. S., Hablo E. P. Pochemu tak nazvany? St. Petersburg. 1996. P. 297. 
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those interested were to apply to the office.30 It is interesting that even in the 
early twentieth century the fishing station existed apparently in the same 
place, in the Northern part of Aptekarsky Island. It was marked on the city 
map created in 1904.31 

The office of the Emperor’s Court and the members of the Regnant Dy-
nasty also controlled some fisheries in St. Petersburg. For example, in 1754 
the fishing place with the fishing weir in the Neva River across the river 
from the Smolnyi Palace in the territory know as Schuchya Gavan (Pike 
Bay) was available for lease. The Personal Estate Office of Her Imperial 
Majesty was the organization managing this fishing place.32 

The distribution of fishing places in the city was dependent on different 
factors, including the predilections of the landowner. For example, if part of 
the riverbank belonged to a nobleman, he was interested in the pier for a boat 
or in the beautiful landscape rather than in the fisheries. In this case the fish-
ing place appeared if the land changed owners. For example, when field 
marshal B. Ch. Minikh, the well-known confidant of the Empress Anna 
Ivanovna, was arrested according to the order of the new Empress Elizaveta 
Petrovna, his house was confiscated. In August 1752 an announcement was 
published that the place on the Neva River near the confiscated yard of  
Minikh in the 12th line of Vassilievski Island was available for lease. It was 
stressed in the announcement that the place is offered “for fishing and for the 
constructing of a fishweir”.33 

Another such example is the fishing place in the 9th line of Vassilievski 
Island, near the confiscated house of the arrested count Mikhail Golovkin. 
The Confiscation Office offered this fishing place for leasing more than 
once.34 This shows a possible avenue for further research – some interesting 
documents might be found in the archives of the Confiscation Office.35 It is 
worth noting that these confiscated grounds were at least partly managed by 
other bodies, for example – by the Office for the Construction of State 
Roads.36 

Military bodies, like the Peter and Paul fortress garrison, also managed 
fisheries; for example, the governor of the fortress operated sturgeon fisher-
ies and was obliged to provide sturgeon every year for the clergy of the Peter 

                               
30 Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti. December 16, 1754. P. 8., January 10, 1755. P. 5. 
31 Plan goroda St. Peterburga s pokazaniem ulits, naberezhnykh, ploschadei i proch.  s pris-
voennymi naimenovaniaimi, nachinaia s 7 marta 1880 goda po 1 senitiabria 1904 goda, a 
takzhe vsekh gorodkikh imuschestv, vod i otmelei v ust’e reki Nevy. 1904. [Plan of St. Pe-
tersburg with streets, embarkments, places with their names from 7 March 1880 to 1 Septem-
ber 1904 and with all municipal properties, waters and sandbanks in the mouth of the Neva 
River. 1904. Department of Maps. National Library of Russia.] 
32 Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti. December 17, 1753. P. 7., January 4, 1754. P. 6. 
33 Ibid. February 27, 1750. P. 8., August 18, 1752. P. 6. 
34 Ibid. May 18, 1750. P. 7., March 23, 1753. P. 5. 
35 Ibid. March 20, 1752. P. 8. 
36 Ibid. April 21, 1755. P. 5. 
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and Paul cathedral on the festival date. This tradition existed throughout the 
history of imperial St. Petersburg. The economic documents of the military 
bodies (life guard’s regiments, the department of provisions, and others) 
seem to be a prospective source for further research. 

The Neva River upstream from St. Petersburg was divided into plots be-
longing to villages. The village Rybatskoe (The Fishermen’s village) is un-
doubtedly the most famous settlement in the St. Petersburg vicinity, with its 
population specialized in fisheries. This village was founded in 1716 on the 
left bank of the Neva River, between the rivers Murzinka and Slavianka. 
Fishermen resettled from the Oka River were the first inhabitants of the vil-
lage.37 The community possessed rich fisheries on the Neva River. In March 
1750 the fishing place in the Rybnaia sloboda (The Fish settlement, the 
eighteenth century name for the village Rybatskoe) was offered for leasing 
by the Personal Estate Office of Her Imperial Majesty.38 Unfortunately, by 
now we have not found any more information about eighteenth-century fish-
eries in Rybatskoe. In the late nineteenth century 60 fishermen caught about 
10 tons of salmon there annually.39 

Information on some fisheries in the Neva River upstream also can be 
found in Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti. Like the fisheries in the city of St. 
Petersburg, these grounds were managed by different bodies. The Emperors 
Court Office controlled some of them. For example the village of Kaika (or 
Kaikushi) situated upstream from St. Petersburg was offered for leasing to-
gether with its fishing places by this institution in 1750.40 

Two fishing places in Il’inskaya farmstead are another interesting case. 
This farm situated 15 versts upstream the Neva River from St. Petersburg 
was owned by the Court Stable office.41 In 1750s the upper and the lower 
fishing places were rented regularly. Firstly the Stable office administration 
wanted to lease both fishing places together.42 But later it turned out to be a 
problem to find prospective lessees for such a deal. The merchants preferred 
to lease the fishing places separately. For a two-year lease on the lower fish-
ing place, 35 rubles per year was proposed in March 1752.43 As for the upper 
fishing place, it was not rented in 1752, and later the announcements on the 
leasing of this ground were published more than once.44 

The source of the Neva River and the adjacent part of Lake Ladoga was 
part of Schlusselburg district. Also, some information is available on the 

                               
37 Gorbachevich K. S., Hablo E. P. Op. Cit. P. 228. 
38 Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti. March 13, 1750. P. 6. 
39 CGIA SPb. F. 260. Op. 2. D. 10. 
40 Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti. December 4, 1750. P. 6., January 29, 1751. P. 6. 
41 Ibid. March 10, 1755. P. 5. 
42 Ibid. February 28, 1752. P. 7. 
43 Ibid. March 3, 1752. P. 8. 
44 For example: Ibid. March 20, 1752. P. 7., March 12, 1753. P. 7. March 23, 1753. P. 5., 
April 2, 1753. P. 8. 
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Keksholm (now Priozersk, Leningrad Region) fisheries in the western part of 
Lake Ladoga .  

The fisheries of Schlusselburg district were rather productive. This can be 
seen from the amount of money paid for leasing. In the late 1740s the mer-
chant Terentiy Rezvoy paid 230 rubles 24 kopecks per year as a rent for the 
fisheries there.45 By 1752 the rent increased to 485 rubles 25 kopecks per 
year.46 These fisheries were under the authority of the St. Petersburg Prov-
ince Office, and prospective lessees had to apply to this institution to lease 
the grounds.47 In 1755 the situation changed, and the prospective lessees had 
to deal with the Office of the Big Ladoga Channel.48 

The Keksholm fisheries were owned by the Emperor’s Court Office. In 
1741 the annual rent for these grounds was established at the rate of 570 
rubles 62.5 kopecks.49 Later the rent increased to 601 rubles per year.50 
Salmon caught there was delivered for the Emperor’s table.  

Conclusion 
The sources allow us to outline the general tendencies of development of the 
fisheries in the Neva River from the Middle Ages to the eighteenth century. 
On the basis of archaeological data we may conclude that in the early period 
(sixth – tenth centuries) the big sturgeon was the main target for fishermen in 
this area. The sturgeon population was big enough and the human population 
was small enough to let people catch mainly big and delicious fish, while the 
smaller species were obviously caught as an important addition.51 

In the thirteenth–fourteenth centuries the social group of professional 
fishermen appeared.52 In the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries the 
villages settled by professional fishermen were recorded on the Neva River 
downstream, for example, on Vassilievsky Island. A system of fishing places 
and fishing weirs in the Neva River downstream developed.53 These grounds 
in the sixteenth century were partly controlled by the local peasants and 
partly by the inhabitants of the town of Oreshek – the administrative center 
of the Neva River basin.54 The sturgeon fisheries in the Volkhov River 
downstream were still productive but the gear changed from hooks to drift 
nets, which enabled them to catch sturgeon of all size, not only big ones. 
                               
45 Ibid. July 29, 1748. P. 6. 
46 Ibid. November 13, 1752. P. 7. 
47 Ibid. July 14, 1752. P. 6., August 10, 1753. P. 8. 
48 Ibid. November 28, 1755. P. 8. 
49 Ibid. October 11, 1742. P. 6. 
50 Ibid. December 21, 1753. P. 8. 
51 Tarasov I. Op. cit. 
52 Kuza A.V. Op. cit. 1985. 
53 Agrarnaia Istoria; VOIDR. 
54 VOIDR; Goroda Rossii XVI veka. 2002. P. 128 - 141. 
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The structure and management of the fisheries under Swedish governance 
have not yet been studied. There are at least some trade data that lead us to 
assume that fisheries continued and that some fish was even exported to 
Sweden. For instance, in 1641 20 barrels of salmon and 24 barrels of the 
other fish were exported from Nyenskans port. In the next year 36 barrels of 
salmon were removed from the Neva River downstream.55 We may assume 
that this fish was at least partly caught in the Neva River. The distribution of 
the fishing ground on the Swedish maps shows that the fisheries were impor-
tant to the local economy under Swedish authority. 

When the area was re-conquered by Russia and the new capital was 
founded, the fisheries obviously became an important part of the city econ-
omy. Fisheries were used not only by the citizens privately, but were also 
important sources of income for the different governmental bodies. The fish 
from the Neva River region played an important role in the food supply for 
the Emperor’s Court and for the Imperial capital in general. At the same time 
the fisheries became the part of the city culture when the traditions con-
nected with fishing appeared. 

                               
55 Shaskolsky I. P. Op. cit. 1994. P. 168. 
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